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15 Construction of the common lobbies -the 
provisions made at Grenfell Tower to comply 
with Building Regulations 

15.1 Purpose of Section 15 
15.1.1 In Phase 1, I have been instructed to provide a preliminary report identifying 

the active and passive fire protection measures within Grenfell Tower on 14th 
June 2017, including preliminary conclusions (where possible) as to the 
extent to which they: 

15.1.2 

15.1.3 

15.1.4 

15.1.5 

15.1.6 

a) failed to control the spread of fire and smoke; and 

b) contributed to the speed at which the fire spread. 

I have explained in Section 14 the condition of the lobbies and the stairs 
during the Grenfell Tower fire . 

Before I explain how the lobbies and stairs failed to perform as they should 
have done, which I do in Section 19 of this report, I first need to identify: 

a) the fire protection measures that were available the night of the fire; 

b) whether they operated as intended, or at all , on the night of the fire; 
and 

c) whether they complied with the requirements of the Building 
Regulations (I will be clear where the requirements at the time of the 
original building construction may differ from the current ADB 2013. 

I have assessed compliance with the functional requirements of the Building 
Regulations and the statutory guidance in ADB 2013. As my review covers 
some original features of the building, where relevant I have assessed 
compliance with the relevant design guidance at the time of construction, CP3 
1971. I have explained in Section 4 of my Expert Report why I consider CP3 
1971 the most likely basis for the original design of Grenfell Tower. I make 
clear if any of the guidance in Section 20 requires consideration also. 

The scope of this review, in Phase 1 of the Inquiry, is the design and 
construction of the active and passive measures. In Phase 2 I will investigate 
the testing and maintenance activities undertaken for each of the active and 
passive measures described here by the responsible person as required by the 
Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005. 

This Section 15 of my report is a summary of my opinions on the issues 
above as they relate to the construction of the common lobbies. Section 16 of 
my report presents the associated assessment of the construction of the single 
protected stair. 
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15.1. 7 I present the findings from my compliance assessment of the active and 
passive fire protection measures in the residential lobbies on Levels 4 - 23 in 
Grenfell Tower. 

15.1.8 More detailed analysis , including references to all evidence that I have relied 
upon for the description of each system, can be found in a series of supporting 
Appendices: 

15.1.9 

15.1.10 

15.1.11 

15.1.12 

a) Appendix G: Compliance Assessment for means of warning and 
escape Regulation B 1 

b) Appendix H: Compliance Assessment for access and facilities for the 
Fire and Rescue Services Regulation B5 

c) Appendix 1: Flat Entrance and Stair Fire Doors- requirements and 
provisiOns 

d) Appendix J: Smoke extract- requirements and provisions 

e) Appendix K: Gas supply- fire safety requirements and provisions 

In these appendices I have also included my compliance assessment of the fire 
safety provisions of the lobbies on Levels Ground to 3 and within flats on all 
levels. I do not refer to these any further in this Section 15. 

It is important to note that fire safety provisions in the current statutory 
guidance are not intended for a multi-storey all building fire -they are 
intended for a localised fire event (i.e. a fire in one compartment). Please refer 
to Section 3 and Section 15.2.12. 

I have made clear my position on compliance in Section 3.5 of my main 
report. At this stage, I am providing my assessment of each system under the 
two statutory regimes only (i.e. those referred to at 15 .1.4 above). In Phase 2 I 
will give my overall opinion about the compliance of the systems at Grenfell 
Tower, in full , when I have completed my analysis of the Phase 2 disclosure 
including the design, construction, and operational stage documentation and 
once I have had the opportunity to consider the associated decision making, 
by all relevant parties. 

I have based my work to date on: 

a) Documentary evidence disclosed to the Public Inquiry and provided to 
me at this stage. I refer to the documents that are material to my 
conclusions in the appropriate reference location within the text 
presented here; and 

b) My own observations made during my post fire inspections which 
took place between 1st October and 9th of November 2017. 

c) Publicly available guidance documents and standards related to fire 
safety design and construction of buildings, and fire service 
operations, that I have listed in Appendix B. 
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15.1.13 The performance of the fire safety features described within this Section 
depends in part on fire safety management and maintenance within Grenfell 
Tower. Following my post fire site inspection, I observed a number of 
systems which either could not or did not operate as intended. 

15.1.14 In the next stage of my work I will assess the evidence available to me 
regarding the commissioning and handover of all the relevant fire safety 
systems, and the fire safety management and maintenance regimes within 
Grenfell Tower for all the active and passive systems. These issues are not 
addressed in detail here. 

15.1.15 Following my own site observations and from the reviews presented in detail 
in the five appendices listed above, I have considerable concern regarding the 
provisions made in the lobbies of Grenfell Tower and in particular the state of 
those provisions on the night of the fire. As I explain in detail below and in 
the appendices, I have found multiple non-compliances with the relevant 
regulatory guidance. 

15.2 Overview of legislation and guidance 
15.2.1 In this section, I give an overview of the functional requirements of the 

Building Regulations and the relevant parts of the statutory guidance in ADB 
2013. I then deal with the requirements for specific fire protection measures 
with respect to the construction oflobbies in more detail in sections 15.3-
15.9. 

15.2.2 Section 16 of my Expert Report, then addresses the specific fire protection 
measures required for stairs, and hence I will refer back to this description of 
the requirements of the Building Regulations from Section 16 also. 

15.2.3 Part B of Schedule 1 to the Building Regulations 2010, makes the following 
requirements for means of escape and warning and access and facilities for 
the fire service: 

15.2.4 Requirement B 1 -

15.2.5 

15.2.6 

"The building shall be designed and constructed so that there are 
appropriate provisions for the early warning of fire, and appropriate 
means of escape in case of fire from the building to a place of safety 
outside the buildings capable of being safely and effectively used at all 
material times. " 

Requirement B5-

"(1) The building shall be designed and constructed so as to provide 
reasonable facilities to assist firefighters in the protection of life. 

(2) Reasonable provision shall be made within the site of the building to 
enable fire appliances to gain access to the building. " 

Both the current guidance and the guidance at the time of construction of 
Grenfell Tower assume that in the event of a fire, the building can provide a 
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single safety condition- the Stay Put strategy. This means that, generally, 
occupants of the building should stay in their flats if it is safe to do so and 
only the occupants of the flat of origin and those in the vicinity would be 
expected to evacuate. 

CP3 1971 code of practice for fire safety in blocks of flats provides a helpful 
explanation of the 3 stages of risk forming the basis of the Stay Put strategy 
and the active and passive systems provided to support it in high rise blocks 
of flats. (See Section 3) 

These are: 

a) Stage 1 -the risk to the occupants of the dwelling in which the fire 
originates; 

b) Stage 2 - and the risk to the occupants of the dwellings on the same floor 
of the flat of fire origin, if smoke or fire should penetrate the common 
corridor/lobby outside that flat 

c) Stage 3 -the risk to the occupants of dwellings on floors above the floor 
of outbreak, if smoke or fire should penetrate to the staircase or the escape 
route from the foot of the staircase to open air. 

The original protected lobby design in Grenfell Tower included a fire 
resisting enclosure and a bespoke smoke ventilation system. The ventilation 
system provided was a combined natural and mechanical smoke dispersal 
system. CP3 1971 only includes guidance for a natural smoke dispersal 
method of protection (natural ventilation system designed to exhaust and 
dilute smoke). The CP3 1971 provisions for smoke dispersal are described in 
Appendix J. 

In this section, I present my assessment of the residential lobbies on Levels 4 
-23, which are relevant to CP3 1971 Stage 2 provisions shown in 
Figure.15.1. 
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Figure.l5.1: CP3 1971 Figure 16- Corridor access flats: single staircase tower block 
-b. smoke dispersal (lobby marked in grey) 

The current statutory guidance, ADB 2013, sets out the criteria for means of 
escape in ADB 2013 Section Bl.v.b): 

"where direct escape to a place of safety is not possible, it should be 
possible to reach a place of relative safety, such as a protected stairway, 
which is on a route to an exit, within a reasonable travel distance. In such 
cases the means of escape will consist of two parts, the first being 
unprotected in accommodation and circulation areas and the second in 
protected stairways (and in some circumstances protected corridors)." 

ADB 2013 sets out guidance for the design of residential buildings based on 
the following assumptions (ADB 2013 Sections B l.iii, 2.3a, and 2.3d): 

a) Fires do not normally start in two different places in a building at the 
same time; 

b) The fire is generally in a flat, and; 

c) Combustible content in lobbies and stairs is limited. 

ADB 2013 Section 2.20 requires a protected lobby where flats are served by a 
single common stair. ADB 2013 defines a protected lobby as: 

" ... lobby which is adequately protected from fire in acijoining 
accommodation by fire-resisting construction." 

ADB 2013 Section 17.2 requires that buildings over 18m have a firefighting 
shaft containing firefighting lifts and a firefighting lobby. However, in 
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accordance with Section 17.14 of ADB 2013 "Variations for block of flats" a 
separate firefighting lobby may be omitted from residential buildings (i.e. 
using Diagram 52 (b) instead of (a) as a basis of design) if all of the 
provisions from Section 3 and 9 of ADB 2013 have also been achieved, as 
well as the smoke control provided as per note 2 on Diagram 52. This appears 
to be an error in referencing as the relevant guidance for residential buildings 
is contained within section 2 of ADB, as shown in Table 15.1 below, however 
I am not aware of any formal guidance that confirms this to be the case. 

Section 17.14 applies to Grenfell Tower, therefore, in this section I have 
checked the compliance of the protected lobbies for Levels 4 - 23 against 
Diagram 52b in ADB 2013, which is specific to shafts serving flats (as shown 
in Figure 15.3 below). 

In accordance with the principles in ADB 2013 and CP3 1971, lobbies fulfil a 
dual purpose in that they: 

a) Protect against smoke entering the stair to maintain safe means of 
escape from the building and efficient firefighting access to the 
building; and 

b) Provide a safe working area for fire fighters to carry out firefighting 
and search and rescue operations 

Table 15.1 presents the guidance in ADB 2013 for provisions in high rise 
residential buildings to protect occupants and fire fighters in the lobbies and 
stair: 

Table 15.1: ADB 2013 Provisions to protect lobbies 

ADB 2013 
Section(s) 

1.38 

2.20 

Diagram 7 
(Figure. IS. 
2) 

Provisions required at Grenfell 
Tower 

The interface between the fire 
detection system, and any other system 
required for compliance with the 
Building Regulations is designed to 
achieve a high degree of reliability . 

This is relevant to the smoke 
ventilation system in Grenfell Tower. 
Please refer to Section 16 for a review 
of the protected lobby smoke control 
system serving the stair. 

Travel distance from every flat 
entrance door to the protected stair 
door is limited to 7.5m 

Purpose 

To maintain a high degree of reliability of fire 
safety control functions interlinked with the fire 
detection and fire alann systems. 

ADB 2013 Bl.v b) states: 

"Where direct escape to a place of safety is not 
possible, it should be possible to reach a place 
of relative safety, such as a protected stairway, 
which is on a route to an exit, within a 
reasonable travel distance. " 

ADB 2013 Bl.viii states: 

"Even with protected horizontal escape routes, 
the distance to a final exit or protected stairway 
needs to be limited because the structure does 
not give protection indefinitely. " 
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Provisions required at Grenfell 
Tower 

Wall between each flat and the 
corridor should be a compartment wall 
which meets the fire perfonnance 
requirements ofBS476-21 to 60 
minutes (Loadbearing capacity, 
Integrity , Insulation) 

Each fire door in the compartment 
walls separating flats from the 
protected lobby should meet the fire 
perfonnance requirements ofBS476-
22 to 30 minutes (Integrity) . 

Each fire door should be fitted with a 
self-closing device. 

Each door should have a leakage rate 
not exceeding 3m3/m/hour (head and 
jambs only when tested at 25 PA under 
BS 476-Section 31.1) 

The protected lobby should be 
ventilated by natural smoke ventilation 
or mechanical ventilation. 

Please refer to Appendix J for a review 
of the lobby and stair smoke 
ventilation. 

The stair should be situated within a 
fire-resisting enclosure which meets 
the fire perfonnance requirements of 
BS476-21 to 120 minutes 
(Loadbearing capacity, Integrity, 
Insulation) 

Please refer to Section 16 for a review 
of the stair enclosure for the protected 
stair connecting Levels 2 - 23. 

The fire door to the firefighting stair 
should meet the fire perfonnance 
requirements ofBS476-22 to 60 
minutes (Integrity). 

Each door should be fitted with a self-
closing device. 

Purpose 

To provide a fire resisting enclosure separating 
the residential flats from the lobbies to inhibit 
the spread of fire and smoke. 

Self-closing mechanisms on fire doors ensures 
that the door is closed after use. Smoke leakage 
protection limits smoke spread through gaps 
while the door is closed. 

Primary purpose of lobby and stair smoke 
ventilation is to protect the common stair- it is 
probable that some smoke will get into the lobby 
from a fire in a flat, if only because the entrance 
door will be opened when the occupants escape. 
This offers additional protection to that provided 
by the fire doors to the stair. 

Smoke ventilation also affords some protection 
to the lobby. 

Furthennore, ADB 2013 Section 17.1 states: 
" ... the problems of reaching the fire and 

working inside near the fire, necessitate the 
provision of additional facilities to avoid delay 
and to provide a sufficiently secure operating 
base to allow effective action to be taken. 

These additional facilities include firefighting 
lifts, firefighting stairs and firefighting lobbies, 
which are combined in a protected shaft known 
as thefirefighting shaft (Diagram 52)." 

To provide a fire resisting enclosure separating 
the protected lobby from the protected stair to 
inhibit the spread of fire and smoke into the 
protected stair. 

Self-closing mechanisms on fire doors ensures 
door is closed after use. Smoke leakage 
protection limits smoke spread through gaps 
whilst the door is closed. 
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Provisions required at Grenfell Purpose 
Tower 

Each door should have a leakage rate 
not exceeding 3m3/m/hour (head and 
jambs only when tested at 25 PA under 
BS 476-Section 31.1) 

Please refer to Section 16 for a review 
of the fire doors to the fire fighting stair 
connecting Levels 2-23 . 

All escape routes should have a clear 
headroom of not less than 2m (except 
in doorframes). 

The floorings of all escape routes 
(including the treads of steps and 
surfaces oframps and landings) should 
be chosen to minimise their 
slipperiness when wet. 

All escape routes should have adequate 
artificial lighting that illuminates if the 
main supply fails . 

ADB 2013 Section 5.38 makes the 
following recommendations for critical 
electric circuits: 

Consist of cable meeting at least the 
requirements for PH 30 classification 
when tested in accordance with BS EN 
50200:2006; 

Should be supported by non
combustible materials; 

Should follow a route that only passes 
through parts of the building with 
negligible fire risk 

Refuse chutes should not be situated in 
a protected stair or protected lobby and 
should be separated from other parts of 
the building by fire resisting 
construction. 

Rooms containing refuse chutes, or 
provided for the storage of refuse, 
should be approached either directly 
from the open air or by way of a 
protected lobby provided with not less 
than 0.2m2 of permanent ventilation. 

Fire main outlet should be provided in 
the protected stair. 

Part B1 of the Building Regulations requires: 

"appropriate means of escape in case offire 
from the building to a place of safety outside the 
building capable of being safely and effectively 
used at all material times. " 

ADB 2013 guidance is that a minimum of 2m is 
required in escape routes for them to be capable 
of being used safely. 

Doors are pennitted to reduce this height as they 
are a defined obstacle, reducing the likelihood 
that occupants will bang their head. 

To pennit escape routes to be "safely and 
effectively used at all material times ". 

To pennit escape routes to be "safely and 
effectively used at all material times " if the 
main power supply fails . 

ADB 2013 Section 5.38 states: 

"Where it is critical for electrical circuits to be 
able to continue to function during a fire, 
protected circuits are needed. The potential for 
damage to cables forming protected circuits 
should be limited by the use of sufficiently 
robust cables, careful selection of cable routes 
and/or by the provision of physical protection in 
areas where cables may be susceptible to 
damage. Methods of cable support should 
generally be non-combustible and such that 
circuit integrity will not be reduced below that 
afforded by the cable. " 

Refuse transport and storage represents a 
specific fire risk requiring them to be separated 
from means of escape. 

Refuse transport and storage represents a 
specific fire risk requiring them to be separated 
from means of escape. 

Fire mains are installed in a building over 18m 
in height and equipped with valves etc. so that 
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Provisions required at Grenfell 
Tower 

Note that although the fire main was 
required to be located in the protected 
stair, it was provided in the protected 
lobby in Grenfell Tower. 

Please refer to Section 15.8 for a 
review of the fire main provided in the 
protected lobby . 

Firefighting lift should be provided in 
the firefighting shaft. 

As described below, a firefighting 
lobby is not required for Levels 4 - 23 
of Grenfell Tower because the 
firefighting shaft serves flats only on 
those levels. 

Buildings over 18m are required to 
have a firefighting lobby. 

However, this section permits the 
omission of a firefighting lobby 
between the stair and protected lobby 
for means of escape in a block of flats . 

Therefore, in this section, I have 
checked the compliance of the 
protected lobbies for Levels 4- 23 
against Diagram 52b, which is specific 
to shafts serving flats (as shown in 
Figure.15.3 ofmy report). 

ADB 2013 does not provide design 
guidance for provisions for occupants 
that require assistance to escape in 
residential buildings. 

Refer to BS 9991 :2015 for design 
guidance. 

Purpose 

the fire and rescue service may com1ect hoses 
for water to fight fires inside the building, 
without having to lay hose up the staircase from 
Ground. 

Firefighting lifts are installed in a building so 
that the fire and rescue service may efficiently 
access upper storeys of a building over 18m in 
height to facilitate firefighting operations in an 
emergency situation. 

This section indicates that in a block of flats, 
ADB 2013 assumes that the compartmentation 
and smoke ventilation in the building required to 
protect means of escape for residents protects 
the common lobby sufficiently to pennit it to be 
used by the fire service to approach a flat fire. 
On that basis, a separate specific firefighting 
lobby would not be required. 

ADB 2013 B 1. v states: 

"Some people, for example those who use 
wheelchairs, may not be able to use stairways 
without assistance. For them evacuation 
involving the use of refuges on escape routes 
and either assistance down (or up) stairways or 
the use of suitable lifts will be necessary. " 
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Diagram 7 Flats served by one common stair 

See ,.,. 2.20(11) and 2 25 

a CORRIDOR ACCESS DWELUNGS 

D D D 

Note: b . LOBBY ACCESS DWELLINGS 
I . Tho arrangements shown also apply to the 

top storey. 
2. See Diagram 9 for small 5111gle stair 

buildtngs. 
3 All doors shown are fire doors. 
4 Where 1tavel diStance Is measured to a star 

lobby. the lobby must not provide direct 
access to any storage room, Hat or other 
space conl311'1•ng a potent•al fore hazard. 

Key 
0 DweUtng 

Shaded area Indicates zone where 
ventilation should be provided In 
acco<dance WTih paragraph 2.26 
(An external wall vent or smoke shaft 
located anywhere tn the shaded area) 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

Figure.l5.2: Approved Document B Diagram 7 for flats served by one common stair; 
relevant requirements circled in red 
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Diagram 52 Components of a firefighting shaft 

S6opara 17, 

a. Any buoldtng b. Shafts SCMng flats 

Fnflghting 

lift'" 
tit shaft 

• Mmimum re reststance 60 mtnutes from both Sides with 30 monute fire doors 

I() 

FlreftghtJng sta•rs 

• nlmum fore resistance 120 minutes from accommodatlon Side and 60 minutes from InSide the shalt With 
60 monute tire door.~ 

Notes: 
1. Ovtl ts from a r main should be located In the fkefiQhtong lobby or, 1n the case of a shaft serv1ng na • on the 

ftr ftghtlng stairw y (s Diagram b). 
2. Smoke control should be proVIded ., accordance w BS 558S-5;2004 or, where the shaft only serves ats. the provisions 

for smoke control gtven on paragraph 2.25 may be tolowed tnstead. 
3. A firefighhng ~lt is .-quired ~the building has a floor more than 18m bove, or more than tOm below, fire~ vlhtcle 

access level. 
4. ThiS O.agrnm is oriy to illustrate the baste components and tS not meant to represent the only aecepll>ble yout. The 

sha should be consti\JC1ed generally in accordance With clauses 7 and 8 of BS 5588·5:2004 

Figure.l5.3 : ADB 2013 Diagram 52- Diagram b (relevant guidance highlighted) 
applies to blocks of flats. 

Fire detection and alarm 

ADB 2013 only requires fire detection and alarm systems within the flats for 
the purpose of raising the alarm in that flat only. There are no provisions to 
provide fire detection and alarm in the common escape routes , protected 
lobbies or in the stairs. 

In Grenfell Tower, there is smoke detection in the common areas to activate 
the smoke ventilation system (Appendix J). This system interface is described 
in Section 16. These detectors are not interfaced with an alarm, as there was 
no fire alarm system for the common parts of Grenfell Tower. 

The fire detection and fire alarm system in each flat of Grenfell Tower was 
designed to activate upon detection of smoke or heat in that flat only. The fire 
alarm systems were not interlinked between flats. This means that if an alarm 
activated in one flat, no alarm would be raised in neighbouring flats. 
Therefore, as there was also no fire alarm system in the common areas , there 
was no means to sound a fire alarm in all areas of Grenfell Tower. 
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15.3.4 Components of the fire detection and fire alarm systems in residential areas of 
Grenfell Tower are shown in Figure.15.4 below. Refer to Appendix G for an 
overview on the fire detection and fire alarm systems provided in the 
residential flats in Grenfell Tower, and an assessment of their compliance 
with ADB 2013 and CP3 1971. 

15.3.5 

15.3.6 

a) 

b) 

Figure.l5.4: Evidence of a) smoke detector in Flat 14 and b) mains connection in 
Flat 13 

As presented in Section 15.3 .1 , for residential buildings such as Grenfell 
Tower, ADB 2013 does not recommend that fire alarm sounders are 
automatically or manually operated throughout the building in the event of a 
fire. 

BS 5588-1:1990 provides useful insight to the reason why there are no 
statutory requirements for a common fire alarm system in buildings with flats. 
BS 5588-1:1990 states the following in Section 31.1: 
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"There is no statutory requirement for a common fire alarm system to be 
provided in a building solely containing flats and/or maisonettes and, in 
buildings designed and constructed in accordance with this code, it is 
generally unnecessary and undesirable for a fire alarm system to be 
provided. A common fire alarm system ought to be provided only in a 
building in which some control can be achieved over the occupants so that 
a pre-determined response leading to the evacuation of the building can be 
triggered. 

In flats and maisonettes in normal use this kind of response cannot be 
achieved, nor is it necessarily desirable that evacuation should take place 
from areas remote from the fire, unless these areas themselves become 
threatened by fire." 

Please refer to Section 18 of my report for an overview of emergency 
communications at Grenfell Tower, as it is important to understand what 
alternatives there are available for raising the alarm throughout the whole 
building when no alarm sounders are provided within the building. 

Travel distance 

CP3 1971 and ADB 2013 allow flats to be served by a single common stair 
where flats are separated from the stair by a protected lobby and where each 
flat meets the travel distance limitations within the lobby. 

As described in Table 15.1 above, the travel distance is limited through the 
protected lobby to limit the potential exposure of occupants to fire and smoke. 

For the protected lobby design strategy, ADB 2013 limits the travel distance 
from each flat entrance door to the protected stair door to 7.5m, whereas CP3 
1971 allowed this distance to be up to 15m. Therefore, the current statutory 
guidance is more onerous than the design guidance applicable at the time of 
construction. Refer to Figure.15 .1 and Figure.15 .2. 

I measured the travel distances from each of the 6 residential flat entrance 
doors on Level4 (typical residential level) to the stair door during my site 
inspection. 

I have also measured the travel distances from each of the 6 residential flat 
entrance doors to the stair door on a scaled off typical residential drawing for 
Levels 4-23. (SEA00010474) 

In Grenfell Tower, the maximum distance a person was required to travel 
from their flat entrance door to the stair door was 10.5m. This was from Flat 
'4' on each Level4- 23, as shown in Figure.15.5. This distance is compliant 
with CP3 1971 (the standard in force at the time of construction). However, it 
is of note that if the Tower had been built to current standards, it would not be 
compliant with ADB 2013. 

Persons from flats '5' or '6' would also need to travel more than 7.5m from 
their flat entrance door to the stair door. Whilst compliant with CP3 1971, 
this is non-compliant with the current statutory guidance, ADB 2013. 
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15.4.8 In total, 60 residential flats out of a total of 120 on Levels 4-23 would not 
comply with ADB 2013. However, they do all comply with CP3 1971. 

15.4.9 The remaining 3 flats on each level have compliant travel distances in 
accordance with both CP3 1971 and ADB 2013. Therefore, a total of 60 
residential flats out of a total of 120 on Levels 4-23 comply with both ADB 
2013 and CP3 1971. 
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Figure.l5.5: Travel distances measured within common lobby on typical residential 
level (SEA00010474) 

The common lobbies in Grenfell Tower were provided with a smoke control 
system. The primary purpose of these systems is to protect the stair against 
smoke ingress. However, such systems are acknowledged in CP3 1971 and 
ADB 2013 as affording some protection to occupants using the lobby to 
escape. 

Please refer to Appendix J for further details of my compliance review of the 
smoke control system. 

Please also refer to Section 19 and Appendix J of my report, regarding the 
evidence currently available, which suggests that the system may have failed 
to perform as it was intended to during the fire. 
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15.5 Lobby enclosure 
15.5.1 The lobby enclosure construction (Figure 15.6) on Levels 4-23 was comprised 

of: 

15.5.2 

15.5.3 

a) Original concrete walls between the flats and the lobby; 

b) Flat entrance fire doors; 

c) Original concrete wall enclosing the lift shafts; 

d) Original concrete walls between the lobby and the stair (which are 
assessed as part of the stair construction in Section 16 of this report); and 

e) Stair/lobby fire doors (which are assessed as part of the stair construction 
in Section 16 of this report). 

ADB 2013 makes specific requirements for the location and separation of the 
refuse chute. I have presented these and their compliance in Section 15 and 
Appendix G of my report. 
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Figure 15.6: Original design drawings, annotated with lobby enclosure components 
(common lobby shown in yellow) (RBK00018856) 

ADB 2013 summarises the internal firefighting provisions for high rise 
buildings in Diagram 52 (Figure.15 .3 ), which states the required fire 
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resistance period of the stair and lift enclosure as 120 minutes (Item D and C 
in Figure 15 .6) and of the walls separating flats from the common lobby as 60 
minutes (Item A in Figure 15.6). 

Per the London Building (Constructional) Bylaws, applicable at the time of 
construction, the elements of construction of Grenfell Tower were required to 
be 60 minutes fire resistance and of non -combustible construction. 

I have described the flat entrance door provisions in the following sections 
and the stair door provisions in Section 16. A complete analysis of flat 
entrance and stair door provisions is contained within Appendix I. 

The walls between flats and the common lobby were shown in the design 
drawings and measured on site to be 300mm concrete construction on lower 
floors and narrowing slightly to 200mm on Levels 4-23 (Figure.15.7). 

••••• 
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ill l1 LIFT 'SHAFT 
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! • i 

Flat entrance fi re door 

Original design drawings 
indicating 200mm 
thickness concrete walls 

Figure.l5.7 Original design drawings, annotated with details of lobby enclosure
northeast corner of lobby (RBKOOO 18856) 

In accordance with Table 5. 4 of Eurocode 2 (Design of concrete structures: 
Part 1-2 general Rules- Structural fire design, BS EN 1992-1-2:2004), the 
walls separating flats from the common lobby would achieve a fire resistance 
rating of at least 120 minutes for integrity, insulation and loadbearing 
capacity. Therefore, the wall construction would provide sufficient 
performance for compliance with ADB 2013 diagram 52 (b). 

Similarly, the original design drawings also show that the lift shaft enclosure 
was constructed of 200mm concrete. It was not possible to verify this 
dimension with an onsite measurement. However, regardless of the thickness 
of the lift shaft enclosure, there is no evidence to suggest that the lift doors on 
each storey achieved the FD60 rating from ADB 2013 as I explain in Section 
15.8 .1 of this report. 
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15.5.9 I have provided my assessment of the builders work shafts, protected with 
dampers , which run through all lobbies in Grenfell Tower, in Appendix J of 
my report. 

15.5.10 Flat entrance doors 

15.5.11 The original construction of Grenfell Tower consisted of 120 flats on Levels 
04-23 in Grenfell Tower, with each flat door location shown in Figure.l5.8 . 

15.5.12 Of these original flats , 106 were occupied by tenants at the time of the fire 
and the remaining 14 flats were occupied by leaseholders at the time of the 
fire , as established from TM000837465. 

15.5.13 An additional nine flats were added during the 2012 to 2016 refurbishment 
works below Level4. 

15.5.14 In total, there were therefore 129 flat front entrance fire doors present in 
Grenfell Tower on the night of the fire. 

15.5.15 

~y~l Residential 

0-·-· 
Fire doors 

- Main Hat Entrance Fire Door 

Locationof Mainfiatdoors(lcvel04-23) - - ~~~~~~i!!!i§~~~~-~~~~~ 
Grcnldl Puhl~t· ln(JUII')' 
24,(11/2(ll71 For mforma!ion 
Dr.lwn by; TP I Approv~ by: BL 

ARUP 

Figure.l5.8: Location of main flat entrance fire doors on Levels 4-23 
(SEA00010474) 

Flat entrance fire doors are an important element of the lobby enclosure: they 
provide protection to the lobby acting as means of escape to occupants from a 
fire in an adjacent flat. Their fire performance inhibits spread of fire and 
smoke, self-closing mechanisms ensure that the door is closed after opening 
and smoke seals around the door limit the spread of smoke from an affected 
flat to the lobby when the door is closed. 
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15.5.16 According to ADB 2013 Table Bl , flat entrance fire doors should achieve 30 
minutes fire resistance for integrity and restrict smoke leakage at ambient 
tern peratures. 

15.5.17 According to CP3 1971 Section 4.3.2.3 , flat entrance fire doors should 
achieve 20 minutes fire resistance for integrity and 30 minutes fire resistance 
for stability. 

15.5.18 In accordance with the London Constructional Bylaws 1966, one of three 
types of notional fire door or a door design that achieved 30 minutes stability 
and integrity to BS 476-1:1953 , was required. 

15.5.19 In ADB 2013 , CP3 1971 and the London Constructional Bylaws 1966, fire 
doors were required to be installed with self-closing devices. 

15.5.20 I have reviewed the evidence disclosed to date, as described in Appendix I 
and it appears that there were two types of main flat entrance fire doors 
installed at the time of the fire on Level 04-23. 

15.5.21 

Level 

4-23 

4-23 

a) Masterdor Suredor door assembly to 106 flats on Levels 04 -23 
(Figure.l5.9) (MAS00000003) 

b) An unknown door assembly on Levels 8, 9, 11- 14, 17-23. I believe that 
these doors are either the original flat entrance doors , or doors installed as 
part of works undertaken during or shortly after 1985 according to a 
Building Regulations application dated from that year (RBK00000275). 
There are no images available of these doors as none survived the fire on 
141h June 2017. 

I have assessed the compliance of the flat entrance doors against the statutory 
guidance applicable at the time of their installation in Appendix I. This is 
summarised in Table 15.2. 

Table 15.2: Flat entrance door compliance (Levels 04 -23) 

Number Occupier Date of Fire Door Compliance review 
of flats installation performance type 

required installed 

106 104 of the 106 2011 FD30s Masterdor All 106 doors were 
were tenanted. (30 mins' Suredor not installed in 

2 ofthe 106 integrity with accordance with the 

were smoke seals) tested arrangement 

leaseholder therefore non-

flats (Flats 54 compliant with ADB 

and 104) 2013 and hence the 
Building Regulations 

14 2 of the 14 1972 and/or 30 mins' Unknown The fourteen doors 
were tenanted 1985 stability 20 that were not replaced 
flats (Flats 154 mins' on Level 04-23 in 
and 156) integrity 2011 were deemed to 

12 ofthe 14 be compliant in the 

flats were 2016 FRA 

leaseholder (LFB00000066 
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flats (Flats 56, 
61 , 86, 92, 
105, 112, 142, 
156, 165, 185, 
195, 206) 

Figure . l5.9 Flat 23 entrance door (Glazing in place) 

However, the 
document does not 
state whether these 
doors are entirely 
unchanged or have 
received any 
upgrades since their 
original installation. 
Furthennore, I have 
not been provided 
with any evidence to 
demonstrate that the 
doors were 
compliant, and I was 
unable to survey the 
doors as all 14 were 
destroyed by the fire . 

My inspection team and I surveyed 8 flat entrance fire doors on Levels 04-
23 on 11th November 2017. Concealed door closers were observed on all eight 
of the flat main doors surveyed (Appendix C). These were all disconnected at 
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the time of survey therefore the action of the self-closers could not be 
verified. 

Based on a review of witness statements in Appendix I, I have identified an 
additional seven flats with ineffective self-closing devices on flat front doors. 

Further to this the witness statement of a caretaker employed in Grenfell 
Tower (MET00019959) provides further evidence that door closers were 
disconnected: 

"Just after the warranty ran out, the doors started going wrong. They had 
internal door closers that were pulling out from the door because they had 
tiny little screws holding them in and they had a massive fat spring inside 

The door had a hole drilled into it, had an enclosed spring that went into the 
door and would have a chain which attached to the frame. The springs were 
quite big and the screws that were holding them in were too small. Some of 
the screws were pulling out of the door and some were pulling out of the 
frame. If it 's coming out of the frame or the door, the chain goes round, you 
can't shut the door. You can't re-attach it because of the fTXings, so I would 
have no alternative but to remove it. I think I did this to about ten doors " 

And additional evidence they were not replaced with another door closer: 

"Obviously, no one was going to come back to repair the doors, and I 
couldn't, so all I could do was remove the door closer. This now made that an 
illegal door, because with the closer pulled out, the door wouldn 't self- shut. " 

Where flat entrance self closing devices were missing, the operation of the 
fire door depended on residents closing doors behind them as they escaped. I 
have found witness evidence of residents closing their doors as they escaped, 
for example Mr Jose Vieiro, resident of Flat 46 on the 7th Floor 
(IWS00001122) who stated: 

"I walked out of the flat, closing but not locking the door behind 
me" 

There is also evidence from residents who had their door closers disconnected 
and did not close their doors when escaping. For example, Mr Farhad 
(Shekab) Neda, who lived on the 23rd Floor in Flat 205. In his oral evidence 
(18th October Day 60 Pg80 -81) he stated the TMO disconnected the door 
closer when it broke 1 week after installation. The resident stated the door 
closer was not replaced and therefore not present on the 14th June 2017. He 
also confirmed he did not close the flat entrance door when he escaped at 
approximately 02:15leaving it open for another resident to follow. 

The installed Masterdor Suredoor flat entrance doors in Grenfell Tower 
contained letterboxes. From the Manse Masterdor documentation and fire test 
data (Appendix I) I have not been able to independently confirm whether the 
installed letterboxes contained an intumescent material (i.e. materials that 
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char and swell on heating -typically used in fire products to close gaps and 
joints during fire exposure)- to seal them during a fire. 

Photographs taken within Grenfell Tower after the fire on 17/06/2018 show 
evidence the letterbox (MET00018830) installed within one Masterdor 
Suredoor contained intumescing materials. 

I have included that photograph in Figure 15.10 along with my own 
photograph of the Level 6 lobby directly outside Flat 36; there is no sign of 
heat or damage within the lobby therefore any intumescence would be a result 
of heat within the flat. 

Figure 15.10 Flat 36 Letterbox (MET00018830) and Level6lobby outside Flat 36 
flat entrance door 

In Appendix I, I have assessed the Masterdor Suredor door assembly as non
compliant with the statutory guidance at the time of installation and therefore 
noncompliant with the Building Regulations. 

Table 15.2 in Appendix I shows that out of the 129 flat front entrance doors in 
place on the night of the fire , 106 of those comprised non-compliant 
Masterdor Suredor door assemblies. Based on the current evidence available 
to me, I have not been able to determine the compliance of the remaining 23 
flat entrance doors. 

In my opinion, there were multiple non-compliant fire doors installed on 
every level between Levels 04 and 23. This means that the enclosure of the 
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protected lobby on Levels 04-23 did not comply with either the statutory 
guidance, or the functional requirement of the Building Regulations 2010. 

Provisions for occupants that require assistance to 
escape 

ADB 2013 makes no provisions for specific facilities for occupants that 
require assistance to escape from residential areas. It only provides design 
guidance for non-residential areas. Therefore, Levels 3 -23 of Grenfell 
Tower, which were residential only, were not required to be provided with 
provisions for occupants that require assistance to escape (i.e. refuges or 
emergency voice communication) per ADB 2013. 

However, in Approved Document Bin the Introduction B.v does state: 

"Note: Some people, for example those who use wheelchairs, may not be 
able to use stairways without assistance. For them evacuation involving 
the use of refuges on escape routes and either assistance down (or up) 
stairways or the use of suitable lifts will be necessary." 

Additionally, ADB 2013 section 5.39 states 

"in some circumstances a lift may be provided as part of a management 
plan for evacuating people ... Where a fire fighting lift has been provided to 
satisfY requirement B5, this can be utilised" 

15.6.4 As I explain in the lift assessment of Section 15.9, the lifts installed in 
Grenfell Tower were not firefighting lifts and therefore could not safely be 
used for the evacuation of occupants requiring assistance to escape. 

15.6.5 The 2016 FRA for Grenfell Tower states: 

15.6.6 

15.6.7 

"Both of the lifts in this building are firefighter/evacuation lifts and could 
be used as part of the evacuation strategy for disabled persons but if these 
lifts were used this would be under the control of the fire service, if they 
were in attendance. Before the fire service arrive at this building these lifts 
could be used by the residents or perhaps TMOIRBKC staff" 
(LFB00000066) 

There is no evidence that the lifts in Grenfell Tower were ever designed or 
installed as firefighter/evacuation lifts. Please refer to Section 15.9 for 
additional information, and to Appendix L of this report for a full assessment 
of the compliance of the lifts with the relevant guidance. 

Additionally, the excerpt above from the 2016 FRA for Grenfell Tower notes 
evacuation lifts would only be used "under the control of the fire service", 
which means evacuation of disabled people relied on the intervention of LFB. 
This is not in compliance with the guidance in BS 9991:2015, see below, 
which states that evacuation plans should not rely on the assistance of the fire 
and rescue service. 
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15.6.8 No further statutory guidance is provided at this time for residential buildings 
and I include the Approved Document B and Approved Document M in 
making this statement. 

15.6.9 This is confirmed in section 16.12 of the LGA Guide Fire safety in purpose 
built blocks of flats (May 2012): 

15.6.10 

15.6.11 

15.6.12 

15.6.13 

"Although inclusive design is fundamental to new 'general needs' purpose
built blocks, the Building Regulations do not stipulate additional fire safety 
measures that must be provided as a consequence. " 

The only clear guidance I can find is in Section 70.11 of the LGA Guide 
which deals with common means of escape and here it refers to the provision 
of a refuge or a lift as follows: 

"Many older and disabled residents will find it difficult to use stairs in the 
event of a fire, and additional measures may need to be considered. These 
could include temporary safe refuge areas or spaces within existing 
protected lobbies and stairs. If lifts are provided, where reasonably 
practicable, consideration should be given to the provision of evacuation 
lifts that residents may use in the event of a fire. " 

However, section 79 of the LGA Guide deals with preparing for emergencies. 
Sections 79.9 specifically states: 

"In 'general needs' blocks of flats, it can equally be expected that a 
resident's physical and mental ability will vary. It is usually unrealistic to 
expect landlords and other responsible persons to plan for this or to have 
in place special arrangements, such as 'personal emergency evacuation 
plans'. Such plans rely on the presence of staff or others available to assist 
the person to escape in a fire. " 

Further it provides in 79.10: 

"79.10 Even in sheltered housing schemes, there will be reliance 
ultimately on rescue by the fire and rescue service in the event that 
residents cannot escape by themselves. However, in sheltered housing 
schemes, it is commonplace to hold information relating to any resident 
with particular mobility or other issues affecting their ability to escape. 

This can be made available to the fire and rescue service on arrival at the 
premises (e.g. by keeping it in a 'premises information box', which can 
only be unlocked by the fire and rescue service, at the main entrance). " 

However, the LGA guide goes on to state: 

"79.11 It is not realistic to expect such an approach to be adopted where 
there are disabled people and others requiring assistance in a 'general 
needs ' block. Any attempts to keep information of this kind must be 
updated regularly as inaccurate information could potentially be more 
harmful than no information. " 
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15.6.14 As I referred to earlier, there is non-statutory design guidance for high rise 
blocks of flats in BS 9991:2015 which states: 

15.6.15 

15.6.16 

15.6.17 

15.6.18 

15.7 

15.7.1 

15.7.2 

15.7.3 

15.7.4 

15.7.5 

"Providing an accessible means of escape should be an integral part of 
fire safety management in all residential buildings. Fire safety 
managements hould take into account the full range of people w ha might 
use the premises, paying particular attention to the needs of disabled 
people. 

NOTE 1 It is the responsibility of the premises management to assess the 
needs of all people to make a safe evacuation when formulating 
evacuation plans. " 

An evacuation plan should not rely on the assistance of the fire and rescue 
service. This is an important factor that should be taken into account in the 
building design" 

In the next stage of my work I intend to explore the provisions made by the 
relevant parties to assess the needs of occupants that required assistance to 
escape. I also intend to explore how this information was communicated both 
to relevant residents, and to the fire service to support them in rescuing those 
residents, and how this was implemented before the night of the fire. 

However, at this stage the lack of provision for persons requiring assistance 
during means of escape is of concern. 

Evidence is required on the provisions made by the responsible persons for 
Grenfell Tower. 

Please refer to Appendix G, which presents my full compliance assessment of 
the provisions for occupants that require assistance to escape within Grenfell 
Tower. 

General provisions for lobbies 

In this section, I review the ADB 2013 Section 5 General Provisions and the 
relevant compliance of the stair and lobbies. In Section 16, I have carried out 
a more detailed review of the provisions of the enclosed stair serving Levels 3 
-23. 

Headroom 

During my site inspection, I measured the headroom in the lobbies on Levels 
4 and 5 to be more than 2m. I am satisfied that these lobbies are representative 
of the lobbies on Levels 4-23. In my opinion, the headroom on Levels 04-23 
is compliant with ADB 2013 Section 5.26 and CP3 1971. 

Flooring 

ADB 2013 Section 5.27 requires the floorings of all escape routes to be 
chosen to minimise their slipperiness when wet. On my site visit, I did not see 
any evidence to suggest that the flooring in the lobbies would be slippery 
when wet. 
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15.7.6 Emergency lighting 

15.7.7 To facilitate escape, CP3 1971 required adequate artificial light to be provided 
in all stairs and in corridors forming part of escape routes. 

15.7.8 To facilitate escape, ADB 2013 requires that all escape routes from a 
residential building should have escape lighting which illuminates if the main 
supply fails. 

15.7.9 The relevant standard for emergency lighting systems referenced in ADB 
2013 Section 5.36 is BS 5266-1:2005. This standard recommends that a 3-
hour duration emergency lighting system be installed in sleeping 
accommodation. 

15.7.10 

15.7.11 

During my site inspections, I observed evidence of escape lighting along the 
escape routes within the lobbies on all levels of Grenfell Tower during my 
site inspections (Figure.15 .11 ). 

Figure.l5.11: Emergency escape lighting units present in Level 6lobby 

According to an inspection and servicing certificate (LAK00000007) dated 17 
January 2017, there is evidence to suggest that the emergency escape lighting 
was capable of providing illumination on a backup supply for the required 
duration of 3 hours. The testing was undertaken for 3 hours and the document 
notes that it was a 3-hour full duration testing accordance with the design 
standard BS5266, as shown in an excerpt (Figure.15.12 below): 
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Figure.l5 .12: Excerpt oflnspection & Servicing Certificate (LAK00000007) 
showing 3-hour duration testing of emergency lighting. 

There is no other evidence available to me, from design information or my 
onsite inspection, of the specification or performance of the emergency 
lighting on Levels 4 to 23. 

I cannot therefore determine the compliance of the system with the code of 
practice for emergency lighting referenced in ADB 2013 (BS5266-l) on 
Levels 4-23. I will revisit this issue and update my analysis where necessary 
when additional evidence is provided to me. 

Protected circuits 

CP3 1971 requires the corridor and stair emergency lighting to each be 
supplied by independent, dedicated protected circuits. It notes the circuits 
should be restricted to routes of negligible fire risk. Furthermore: 

"stairways should be illuminated by a circuit direct from the main 
switchboard with switches on each landing capable of overriding the 
automatic time control and switching the lighting on, but incapable of 
switching the lighting off". 

ADB 2013 section 5.38 makes the following recommendations for critical 
electric circuits: 

a) Consist of cable meeting at least the requirements for PH 30 classification 
when tested in accordance with BS EN 50200:2006; 

b) Should be supported by non-combustible materials; 
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c) Should follow a route that only passes through parts of the building with 
negligible fire risk. 

With regards to Grenfell Tower, the circuits that must continue to function in 
case of fire (i.e. 'critical electric circuits') are the emergency lighting, smoke 
ventilation and lift circuits. Self-contained emergency lighting luminaires do 
not require fire-protected cable supplies in accordance with section 8.1 ofBS 
5266-1. However, I am not able to definitively conclude that the emergency 
lighting in place in any part of Grenfell Tower was self-contained and 
compliant with BS 5266-1. 

I have not been able to assess whether or not the protection of critical circuits 
was in compliance with either CP3 1971 or ADB 2013 section 5.38 (either 
through a document review or on site). An assessment of the electrical routing 
and fire risk rooms has therefore not been undertaken (required for (c) above). 

I will re visit this issue and update my analysis where necessary when 
additional evidence is provided to me. 

Refuse chutes 

CP3 1971 requires the enclosing structure of refuse chutes to be non
combustible and to be separated from other parts of the building by 60 minute 
fire-resisting construction. 

ADB 2013 requires that the refuse chute should be separated from other parts 
of the building by fire-resisting construction with a minimum of 60 minutes 
fire resistance (integrity and insulation). 

The Studio E as built drawings indicate that the refuse chute on a typical 
residential level (see Figure 15.12 below) is separated from the other parts of 
the building. 

CP3 1971 required refuse chute enclosures to be ventilated to the open air. 

ADB 2013 requires rooms containing refuse chutes to be approached by way 
of a protected lobby with 0.2m2 of natural ventilation 

During my site inspections, I observed that the refuse chute is approached by 
a protected lobby on Levels 4-23. 

I also observed vents in the room containing the refuse chute on Level 5 - one 
at low level and one at high level, as shown in 

Figure.15 .13. I was not able to access the ventilation shaft to determine its 
compliance with CP3 1971 and ADB 2013. 
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Figure .15 .13: Refuse chute on Level 5 
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period of doors (see 
Appendix G) 

Non-compliant doors: not 
installed as per test 
certification (see Appendix G) 

011 -6 
Existing SI 

"'"" 

Figure.l5.14 Refuse chute on a typical residential level (adapted from 1279 (04) 105 
issue 00 (SEA00010474) using fire resistance periods determined in Appendix H of 
this report) 

ADB 2013 requires the doors to the refuse chute rooms on each floor to 
achieve 30 minutes fire resistance (integrity) and have a leakage rate not 
exceeding 3m3/m/hour (head and jambs only when tested at 25 PA under BS 
476-Section 31.1. 

CP3 1971 does not provide specific guidance for the refuse chute door. 

I was unable to survey the refuse chute doors and no door construction or fire 
test evidence has been made available to date, therefore compliance of the 
refuse chute enclosure with Requirement Bl from the 2010 Building 
Regulations cannot be assessed. 

However, I noted from my visit to site that the refuse chute doors generally 
showed less damage from smoke and fire than flat entrance doors and stair 
doors. 

Fire main 

CP3 states that "Reliance on such appliances as manipulative types of escape 
or mobile ladders is considered unsatisfactory." 

High rise residential buildings must therefore be designed on the basis that 
firefighting does not occur from outside. 

This concept has also been carried over into modem design codes, where the 
regulations require provisions only for internal firefighting in high rise 
residential buildings. 
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15.8.4 As a result, the Building Regulations require adequate access to buildings for 
fire fighters and their vehicles at their entry point to the building , but do not 
require adequate access elsewhere around the building. 

15.8.5 The provisions made for firefighting are based entirely on an internal fire 
occurnng. 

15.8.6 

15.8.7 

15.8.8 

15.8.9 

Therefore, ADB 2013 requires that fire mains are provided in all buildings 
more than 18m in height as part of the strategy for internal firefighting. 

Fire mains are permanent pipes installed within the common parts of blocks 
of flats , as a means to provide firefighting water to each floor of the building. 
The inlet to the main is situated on the exterior of the building, and there 
should be outlets on every floor through which the fire main passes. Outlets 
should be situated within the stair so firefighters have access to the outlet and 
water when leaving the protected enclosure of the stair. 

A fire main can be either a: 

a) Dry fire main, where the pipe is usually not filled with water and is only 
'charged' or pressurised with water during firefighting operations. This is 
achieved by the arriving fire appliance (a pump vehicle) connecting a 
nearby external hydrant to the end of the pipe on the outside of the 
building. The system is therefore dependent on the pressure and water flow 
that can be generated by the fire service pump and the hydrant water 
supply; or 

b) Wet fire main, where the pipe is constantly kept pressurised with water 
from pumps located within the building, which are designed to provide the 
specific flow and pressure characteristics for the building height. Flow of 
water is provided by large water tanks within the building that are kept full 
at all times and refilled by town supply during their use. 

For residential buildings, ADB 2013 requires the fire main to be situated 
within the stair enclosure (Figure.l5.3) with an outlet at every floor. 
However, I observed on site that in Grenfell Tower, the dry fire main outlets 
are located on the opposite side of the lobby to the stair on every floor, see 
(Figure.l5.15): 
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Figure.l5.15: Dry fire main outlet observed location and distance from stair door on 
typical floors (SEA00010474) 

CP3 1971 requires that the outlets be positioned within a "ventilated lobby', 
where provided, or otherwise in a stairway entrance." on "each storey above 
the first". The common lobby in Grenfell Tower was provided with a smoke 
control system. While it was not compliant with the guidance in CP3 1971, as 
outlined further in Appendix J, the common lobby was intended to be a 
"ventilated lobby" as required by CP3 1971. 

As described in Appendix H of this report, the method of measurement for the 
purposes of determining what type of fire main was required, differed 
between CP3 1971 and ADB 2013. My measurement of the height ofGrenfell 
Tower under each standard is presented in Table 15.3 and Figure.l5 .16 
below. 

Table 15.3: Assessment of both CP3 1971 and ADB 2013 height measurement with 
respect to fire mains 

CP31971 ADB 2013 

Wording for height 7.1.2: "Where any floor of a 15.6: "Wet fire mains 
measurement building is higher than 60m should be provided in 

(approximately 200ft) buildings with a floor at 
should befitted with 'wet ' more than 5 Om above fire 
rising mains. " and rescue service vehicle 

(Grenfell Tower- measure access level. " 

to plant floor) Diagram C6: "Height of 
top storey excludes roof-top 
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Height of Grenfell Tower 
according to document 
rules 

Height above which these 
documents require wet fire 
mains 

Fire main provisions 

CP31971 

65 .5m 

60m 

Wet fire main 

15-32 

ADB 2013 

plant areas and any top 
storeys consisting 
exclusively of plant rooms " 

And 
"Height of top storey 
measured from upper floor 
surface of top floor to 
ground level on lowest side 
of building " 

(Grenfell Tower- measure 
to Level23) 

62 .8m 

50m 

Wet fire main 
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Figure.l5.16: Building height measurements (SEA00009461) 
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15.8.12 At the time of construction, the height (as according to the wording of CP3 
1971) 'of any floor' of the building was 65.5m above ground (the highest 
floor is the plant room). The height to the topmost residential floor was 
62.8m. Therefore, a wet rising main should have been installed. 

15.8.13 Grenfell Tower was originally fitted with, and currently has , a dry main (see 
Figure.15 .18). I have seen no record of why this was deemed acceptable by 
the original design team, or approved by building control at the time. 

15.8.14 As I explained in Section 4 of my report, works to the dry fire main system 
from Ground Level to Level 3 were carried out in the most recent 
refurbishment 2012-2016: 

15.8.15 

a) A new inlet on the exterior of the building at Ground Level (Figure.15 .17) 
and pipework leading to the existing fire main pipework in the core. 

b) New outlets on Levels 1-3 and associated pipework. There was not 
previously a fire main outlet on these floors (which would be non
compliant with the CP3 1971 provisions of providing an outlet on every 
floor above the first). 

The dry main inlet is located externally on the South elevation of the building, 
shown in Figure.15.17 below: 

Figure.l5.17: Dry fire main inlet at Grenfell Tower 
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Figure.l5.18: Example fire main outlet on Levell 

In 2006 the criteria in ADB 2013 for rising mains provisions changed. The 
minimum height at which a wet rising main was required reduced from 60m 
to 50m above fire and rescue service vehicle access level. Additionally, the 
water pressure required to be delivered at each landing valve in a wet rising 
main system was increased from 4bar to 8bar. 

The relevant design standard BS 9990:2006 states the reasons for taller 
buildings requiring wet fire mains: 

"wet fire mains should be installed owing to the pressures required to 
provide adequate fire-fighting water supplies at the landing valves at 
upper floors and also to ensure that water is immediately available at all 
floor levels." 

Therefore, to comply with ADB 2013 at the time of the refurbishment 2012-
2016, Grenfell Tower required a wet rising main system. 

For every vertical metre the water is pumped up a building, the pressure 
available reduces. A dry fire main is reliant on the fire service pumps and 
external hydrants to provide adequate pressure and flow of water. 

There is no minimum requirement for pressure available at the outlet of a dry 
fire main, but a dry fire main can only be used up to a certain height of 
building per the statutory guidance. Above this maximum height, the pipe is 
not able to withstand the pressure required to deliver an adequate pressure at 
the highest floors. 
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15.8.21 The pumps and water supply of a wet fire main system are specifically 
designed for the height of building in which it is installed. It is sized and 
specified to provide the required flow of water (750 1/s) and pressure of water 
(8 bar) required at any of the fire main outlets for the fire service to conduct 
firefighting operations using two charged hoses (as per the design standard, 
BS 9990:2006). 

15.8.22 To compare the performance of wet and dry fire main systems, I have 
calculated (full details in Appendix H) whether the dry fire main in Grenfell 
Tower could provide an equivalent flow rate (1/s) and pressure of water (bar) 
to the design requirements for a wet fire main system. In summary, I have 
found that assuming two hoses operating in the building, one each at Levels 
22 & 23, the pressure at the outlet would be 2.57bar. This is 32% of the 
pressure required by ADB 2013 for a wet rising main (8 bar). 

15.8.23 Similarly, to deliver the equivalent pressure to a wet fire main on the highest 
floors, the pressure required at Ground Level would be 15.5bar. This is over 
50% more than the maximum operating pressure that dry fire mains are 
designed for (10 bar). 

15.8.24 Therefore, the fire main provision in Grenfell Tower was not compliant with 
the provisions of ADB 2013 or CP3 1971 as: 

15.9 

15.9.1 

15.9.2 

15.10 

15.10.1 

a) The fire main was located within the lobby and not the stair; and 

b) a dry fire main was present instead of a wet fire main system. My 
calculations in Appendix H demonstrate that the dry fire main system in 
Grenfell Tower could not provide equivalent pressure and flow of water to 
a wet fire main system. 

Firefighting lift 

As I have explained in Section 3 of this report, the tactics for firefighting in 
high-rise buildings is to set up a staging area of the Bridgehead in a protected 
lobby below the area affected by fire. A firefighting lift is a lift that would 
operate normally for passengers in everyday use, but the statutory guidance 
requires that further features and protections are fitted to facilitate firefighting 
operations in an emergency situation. As I explain further in Appendix H, one 
of the features of a firefighting is that it can be used to transport personnel and 
equipment to the Bridgehead. 

Lifts are dealt with in full in Appendix L of my Expert Report. 

Summary of lobbies and stair ADB 2013 compliance 

A summary of the compliance of the provisions of the construction of the 
common lobbies is provided in Table 16.2 and Table 16.3 in Section 16. 
These tables provide a full summary of compliance Grenfell Tower with 
statutory guidance relevant to the functional requirements B 1 and B5 of the 
Building Regulations 2010 and historic guidance. 
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15.10.2 In Table 16.2 and Table 16.3 in Section 16, cells coloured in green identify 
items that comply with the guidance in ADB 2013 or CP3 1971 (where 
relevant). Red cells indicate items that do not comply with the guidance in 
ADB 2013 or CP3 1971 (where relevant). Yellow cells denote where I have 
been unable to determine compliance. 

15.10.3 As noted in Tables 16.2 and 16.3, there are several non-compliances noted 
between the design and construction of Grenfell Tower and the statutory 
guidance in ADB 2013 for Parts B1 and B5 of the Building regulations 2010. 

15.10.4 Therefore, at this stage it is my opinion that the building did not comply with 
Parts B1 and B5 of the Building Regulations 2010. 

15.10.5 As I have stated in Section 3.5 , in the next stage of my investigation I will 
address any alternative approaches undertaken in the design and construction 
of the building to mitigate these non-compliances with the relevant statutory 
guidance, any considerations made regarding material alteration, as well as 
the overall compliance of the building with respect to other fire safety duties. 
I will give my final opinion on compliance then. 
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